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Hide or display
The “Registered Angus Bulls (hide/

display)” feature allows you to hide or 

display multi-owned bulls from various 
search results without canceling them. This 
can include hiding bulls in features like 

the Registered Herd Inventory and EPDs 
(expected progeny differences)/$Values of 
Owned Animals. Additionally, this is useful 
for bulls for which you own semen interest. 

If you do hide certain bulls, they are  
not hidden forever. On the search menu,  
if you click search without any criteria, all 
multi-owned bulls will return. You can 
narrow down your selection by birth year 
or tattoo. 

Chris Stallo, vice president of operations 
and former assistant director of Information 
Systems, says, “We had it requested from 
a handful of members over the years and 
decided to implement it.”

Most of the features on AAA Login are 
from requests from cattlemen. If you have 
ideas on how AAA Login can help your 
operation, contact the Member Services 
Department at 816-383-5100. 

      Login Lowdown
                @by Kasey Brown, associate editorM
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New display option
Fall sale season will be here before you know it. If you use AAA Login to create custom 

data sheets or arrange your sale animals in an Animal Set, then this newest addition might 
be helpful to you. If you sell your bulls, but keep interest in them, there are now different 
display options for them within AAA Login.
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Editor’s Note: This column is written by Associate 
Editor Kasey Brown. She can be reached at 
kbrown@angusjournal.com or 816-383-5277.

I’m trying a new feature in this month’s 
column. Instead of showing images of how 
to navigate the Registered Angus Bulls (hide/
display) feature in AAA Login, I made a video 
to show you instead. Readers of the digital 
replica can just click the image, or readers 
of the print version can watch on YouTube 
by visiting http://bit.ly/1qvmFn5. Let me 
know what you think, especially whether the 
video is more helpful than the still images, at 
kbrown@angusjournal.com.


